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In this work a particle sets of contours method is coupled with a streamline technique
in order to obtain accurate approximations of transport problems. A modified streamline
technique is proposed and several bench tests arising in the field of porous media are then
simulated to validate the new method.
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1. Introduction
The level set method is usually applied in addition to CFD code in order to compute iso-value lines of some characteristic
quantity, and then extract some useful information from the result. Therefore, level set methods are used within the
usual framework of Eulerian methods and the markers which define the iso-line locations are moved along sets of fixed
lines defining a grid. Besides this, another, purely Lagrangian, point of view can be developed: it consists in considering
free Lagrangian markers and computing their path. This technique is quite straightforward as long as pure convection is
considered. The marker trajectories are actually those of Lagrangian fluid particles and the problem reduces to the time
integration of the ordinary differential equation
dX
dt
= u. (1)
Two different classes have been derived from this very simple method:
– The first was built in order to solve the inviscid fluid Euler equation expressed in velocity vorticity formulation. This
method is known as the ‘‘contour dynamics’’ method. It was first introduced by Zabusky et al. [1] and has been applied
to compute many cases of vorticity concentration dynamics (see Dritschel [2] for a review). An extension to the case of
diffusive flows was proposed by Casciola and Piva [3]. Recently, it has also been extended to the case of axisymmetric
flow by Shariff et al. [4].
– The second was restricted to steady flows in which case the trajectories are also the streamlines—thus the name of the
‘‘streamline method’’. Hence, it is not a level set method since this is only one possible application of the method. Using
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a polynomial approximation of the velocity field in a grid cell, the trajectory equations read
dx
dt
=
−
n,m
amnxmyn,
dy
dt
=
−
n,m
bmnxmyn. (2)
In a recent work, Matringe et al. [5] suggested that an important step forward was accomplished by introducing a semi-
analytical procedure for the trajectory computation. This is actually a very interesting feature of the method. As long
as the velocity field remains simple, say linear or quadratic, exact integration can be rather easily performed on a grid
cell and the trajectories result from a sequence of such exact calculations. Various physical effects can also be added to
the method in order to approximate the solution of a transport dispersion equation. However, these involve pointwise
integration and no account of sets of contours has been given so far.
Hereafter, our goal is to compute directly the iso-linemotion of a given function c(x, t)which is transported anddispersed
according to the equation
∂c
∂t
+ div uc = 0. (3)
The basic ingredient of our method is the above mentioned ‘‘streamline’’ method; it will be described in the next section.
In Eq. (3), the velocity field u is assumed to be known from an external solver and can be either an exact solution or a
numerical approximation. In the present work, we are dealing with a problem that arose from transport in porous media
described using the Richards equation. Here, the velocity field has been obtained numerically by means of a finite element
solver. Mixing Lagrangian markers and finite elements is quite an old technique and involves some specific problems which
have to be carefully solved. Among the first efforts, we canmention the work by Bardos et al. [6] which concentrated first on
the solution of the Euler equations and subsequently extended this initial work to account for diffusion and even to solve the
full Navier–Stokes equations [7]. More recently, it was also suggested [8] that coupling a Lagrangian schemewith a fixed grid
computed velocity field provides a very efficient subgrid model for treating scalar transport. A last problem to be addressed
is that of the location of the particles on an unstructured grid. This point will be discussed as well in the next section.
2. The outline of the method
To build the numerical method we concentrate on the solution of the convection equation (3) where u is a steady
incompressible velocity field (volumes are preserved during the transport). A discrete approximation uh of this velocity
field is assumed to be known on some triangulation Th through the application of a finite element or finite volume method.
The time integration of this equation results in a two-step procedure.
2.1. Building the streamlines
The first step is the building of the streamlines. This is the purpose of the streamline method. In order to build these
unknown streamlines, a set of particles is created along the incoming flow boundaries. The location of these particles is
obtained through the integration of the Lagrangian coordinate equation:
dXh
dt
= uh. (4)
The current way to discretize this equation is to use a time step δt which sets the accuracy of the time integration scheme.
For analytically known velocity fields the computation of the streamlines is straightforward and can be done for any velocity
field. However for a discrete representation of this field, velocity values have to be defined on a mesh (here a triangulation).
In our case, the velocity field is piecewise constant and does not depend on time. Therefore, the trajectory of any particle
across some triangle T of Th reduces to a segment which can be easily determined, as well as the so-called flying time of the
same particle within this triangle. The complete trajectory is the combination of a set of such segments and can be obtained
without any global consideration of the previous differential equation (4). This is a step by step method which is specific to
each particle and only depends on the spatial structure of the approximate velocity field uh.
This method presents the important advantage of being independent of any time step selection. When using a standard
integration scheme, say a Runge–Kutta scheme, a trajectory portion corresponding to one time step is the combination of a
set of elementary steps for which the velocity value at the starting point is used. This can yield a discretization error when
the portion considered crosses the boundary between two adjacent triangles. Therefore, it is clear that the trajectories of
the streamline method are exactly what would have been obtained within the limit δt → 0 (or with an adaptive time step
that is difficult to adjust) when using a standard Runge–Kutta scheme. This is a very interesting property if one wants to
compare different approximations for the velocity field since the results are not polluted by the usual time discretization
error (Fig. 1).
The problem now reduces to a sequence of elementary steps which can be split into two parts:
– firstly, find the triangle T ∈ Th into which a given particle, say particle i, is entering;
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Fig. 1. Example of a particle trajectory.
Fig. 2. Co-flowing velocities: the particle trajectory follows the interface up to the next vertex.
– secondly, compute the trajectory and residence time of this particle, crossing this triangle.
The first part has been implemented in the general context of unstructuredmeshes. To determinewhich triangle contains
a particle at a given stage, wemake use of a superimposed Cartesian grid on which the localization of the particle i is readily
obtained from the formula
n =

Xi − xo
δx

, m =

Yi − yo
δy

, (5)
where (n,m) are the indices of the cell of the Cartesian mesh containing the particle i, ⌊·⌋ denotes the integer part function,
(xo, yo) are the coordinates of the grid node x00 (at the lower left corner of the Cartesian grid), (Xi, Yi) the coordinates of
the particle and δx, δy the grid path in directions x and y, respectively. A pre-treatment associates with each Cartesian grid
cell the indices of the triangle with which it has a non-empty intersection. The procedure is very similar to the well-known
chaining-grid technique described with more details by Hockney and Eastwood [9] for example. Thus, the determination
of the triangle containing particle i reduces to the examination of the position of this particle with respect to a number
of triangles, expected to be small. An obvious condition for this number to be small is to use small values for δx and δy.
Therefore, the whole procedure can be likened to a ‘‘pixelization’’ of the computational domain. Since the information only
consists of integers, the storage required by this procedure is not a limiting factor.
The second part consists in the computation of the particle trajectory within the selected triangle (Fig. 1). This
computation has been performed using barycentric coordinates in order to work with a similar scheme for any triangle.
This is rather an easy task, although some difficulties can arise in the particular case of convergent streamlines. Due to
the kind of approximation used, namely constant velocity in the triangle, this situation can only appear on interfaces, as
illustrated in Fig. 2, where the normal component of the discrete velocity field does not have the same sign on the two sides
of the common interface of the triangles.
Otherwise, an exact integration is no longer possible and the exact trajectory comes to an end. Because we need each
particle to cross the computational domain in order to compute the flux at the outlet, we need a procedure which allows
particles to recover their way to the exit. The particle is assumed to remain on the interface and to move forward with
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Fig. 3. Streamlines mapping from original coordinates (x, y) to the curvilinear abscissa (ξ , η).
a velocity corresponding to the average tangential velocities associated with the two adjacent triangles; see Fig. 2. This
is a quite arbitrary procedure and the proportion of the particles which need it somewhere during the calculation is a
good indicator of the quality of the approximate velocity field. Once again, we can point out that the resulting trajectory
is exactly what should be obtained with any time integration scheme when δt → 0. For any finite time step, a discrete time
integration scheme would have to yield a polygonal trajectory with any two consecutive points lying on each side of the
common boundary of the triangles. The length of the segments connecting these points would go to zero as the time step
goes to 0, so the resulting trajectory would be equal to that of the previously described modeling.
2.2. Convecting the iso-lines
Once the streamlines have been computed,weobtain amapping of the original computational domain onto anewdomain
contained in a stripe where the streamline images are straight lines; see Fig. 3. Let (ξ , η) denote two functions defined
respectively as the curvilinear length along each streamline and the streamline coordinate such that η is constant along any
streamline. ξ and η are real functions of the original coordinates x, y.
The next step consists in switching from the curvilinear abscissa along these lines to a time parameterization so that lines
initially straight remain straight when they are convected downstream. These lines connect points lying on the streamlines
at the same time. Accordingly, any line, even a closed line, is convected undeformed on this domain. The last step for
us consists in computing the actual coordinates of a given set of markers or tracers characterizing these lines. This is
readily achieved by applying the inverse mapping: x = X(ξ , η), y = Y(ξ , η). The mapping used here is a bilinear one
that is classical in finite element methods. To maintain the mapping, the quadrilaterals should remain convex at any
time.
Re-gridding
The distance between the tracers as they move along the streamlines can vary a lot. As a result, the accuracy of the
calculation is lost. It is well-known by users of the particle method that a re-gridding procedure is the solution to this
problem. In our case, it must be applied to each one of the streamline tracers. The first step must be to determine new levels
yielding a more convenient representation of c. Once these levels have been determined, a one-dimensional re-gridding
procedure can be used, considering the function on every streamline independently. This possibility makes things very
simple although there is a price to be paid. The streamline description of the computational domain can be poor in the
case of strong streamline distortion for example. In that case, it may appear that additional streamlines would be needed in
particular regions and additional tracers have to be introduced as well.
Conservation
Conservation is a very important property for a transport equation solver. In our case, it is enforced by the conservation
of the iso-line shape in the transformed plane. Therefore, any integral on a moving surface S(t) can be computed in the
transformed plane as∫
S(t)
c(x, y, t, t)dv =
∫
S(t) c(ξ , η, t)J(ξ , η)dηdξ
where J stands for the Jacobian of the transformation and S is the constant transformed surface in the plane ξ, η. Three
elements are required for the computation of the last integral:
1. The surface S: it is delimited by a constant contour which is transported with a uniform and constant velocity in the
transformed plane.
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Fig. 4. Level set concentration c = 1 for the initial condition and after one turn (t = 1): evolution field (left) and local zoom (right).
2. The concentration c(ξ , η, t)which has to be rebuilt from the definition of the unchanged contours. Therefore, although
it actually includes a numerical error, this error is not affected by the transport and remains constant.
3. J , which is the only termwhich can change during the translation, thus introducing the only error associated with it. This
error can be computed once and for all as soon as the streamlines have been computed. Therefore, it is a local error which
does not depend explicitly on time and there is no cumulative effect during the translation of S within the transformed
plane. Moreover, in the present calculations, the velocity field is either explicit or computed using a box formulation. In
both cases, the velocity field incompressibility is exactly satisfied up to the computer accuracy. As previously mentioned,
the streamlines were also obtained through an exact formulation. Therefore, we were able to check the Jacobian value
which is equal to 1 with an error O(10−13).
3. Numerical results
In this section, a selection of simple configurations is used in order to provide an easy measure of the accuracy of the
method. In all of these cases the velocity field is divergence-free. Our goal is now to demonstrate the efficiency of themethod
in various situations. A more realistic test case is proposed at the end of this section.
3.1. Convection through a circular velocity field
The initial condition for c is given by c = 1 in the disk (x − 0.75)2 + (y − 0.5)2 ≤ 0.036, c = 0 elsewhere. The time
evolution of the concentration is governed by Eq. (3); the velocity field is supposed circular and centered at
 1
2 ,
1
2

:
u =

−2π

y− 1
2

, 2π

x− 1
2

.
Seven streamlines are used for this computation and the number of points for each circular path is 1000. The streamlines
are explicitly known in this particular velocity field. The solution is plotted at t = 1 for which the exact solution is the same
as the initial condition (Fig. 4). As the zoom on the disk shows, there is no numerical diffusion after one turn of the pollutant
on the streamline paths, and the disk is exactly placed on its initial position.
3.2. Convection through a heterogeneous velocity field
This test is performed for a heterogeneous porous medium with the same domain size. The porosity φ is assumed to be
piecewise constant and discontinuous across the line y = −0.78/0.79x + 0.78. The porosity value is denoted as φl for the
left lower corner of the line and φr for the right upper corner. The transport equation
φ
∂c
∂t
+ u
φ
· ∇(φc) = 0
is solved for u = (0.3, 0.5). The initial condition is a square with concentration 1, and 0 elsewhere. The square boundary is
represented by 200 points, (0.1, 0.3) × (0.1, 0.3), and 0 elsewhere; see Fig. 5. Two sets of porosities, φl = 0.6, φr = 0.3
and φl = 0.3, φr = 0.6, are used successively.
The streamlines are straight lines and only the velocity varies according to the porosity in the region considered.
Moreover, the continuity condition is naturally satisfied thanks to the building of streamlines. They are illustrated in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Initial condition for the heterogeneous case and streamlines.
Fig. 6. Upper: numerical solution with φl = 0.6 and φr = 0.3. The level set concentration c = 1 at times t = 0.1, t = 0.29, and t = 0.47. Lower:
numerical solution with φl = 0.3 and φr = 0.6. The level set concentration c = 1 at times t = 0.06, t = 0.15, and t = 0.6.
A porosity discontinuity is generally difficult to handle. It can be observed in Fig. 6 that the contaminant deformation
through the heterogeneous frontier is built accurately thanks to the precision of the streamlines.When the pollutant crosses
the heterogeneous discontinuity, the deformation remains symmetrical on both sides of the frontier. Both cases, lower to
higher porosity and higher to lower porosity, were investigated. In the first case the initially square shaped contaminant
support is elongated because of the porosity becoming twice smaller. In the second case, it is compressed because of the
porosity becoming twice the size. These results are fully consistent with the expected physics of the problem. Compared to
more classical schemes, the method displays better conservation properties (see [10]).
3.3. Smolarkiewicz’s deformational flow
We consider the function defined by one single circular contour with center (π/2, π/6) and radius R = 0.4. This contour
is deformed by a single Smolarkiewicz vortex [11]. The problem defined by Smolarkiewicz is the advection of a scalar
distribution in a flow field defined by the streamfunction [12]
Ψ (x, y) = A sin(kx) cos(ky) (6)
where A = 8, k = 4π/L. In our simulation we consider a single vortex defined by
u = A sin(x) cos(y), v = −A cos(x) sin(y) (7)
in the square [0;π ] × [0;π ] and an initial scalar circular distribution ((x− π/2)2 + (y− π/6)2 = 0.16). Fig. 7 (a) and (b)
show the streamlines and the initial distribution. The distribution obtained using the particle method at time t = 6 with
1600 particles on the circle is presented in Fig. 7(c) and will be considered hereafter as the reference solution. Increasing
the number of particles clearly improved the accuracy of the method in the sense that it avoided the iso-line crossing which
is observed otherwise with a smaller number of particles. This problem disappears, at least for the time of the present
computation, with at least 400 particles. Note that no re-meshing was used in this case. Achieving an accurate solution with
a smaller initial number of particles or for longer time would have required a re-meshing [13,14].
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Fig. 7. Smolarkiewicz’s streamlines (a), the initial circle distribution (b), and the solution at time t = 6 obtained using the particle method with 1600
particles on the circle (c).
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8. Comparison between the particle method and the mapping method at time 3, using 400 makers on the circle (left), and 800 makers (right).
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Fig. 9. Lens test case.
The mapping has been realized using 170 streamlines. The quality of the agreement between the mapping method and
the particle method can be observed in Fig. 8 where the calculations have been superimposed. The initial contour has been
discretized with 400 markers (Fig. 8 left) and 800 markers (Fig. 8 right).
3.4. The lens test case
In this section, we consider a somewhatmore complicated situationwhich is expected to provide a better representation
of actual cases. It is the well-known lens test case. The computational domain is a square, 100 m × 100 m. A rectangular
shaped low porosity region is embedded into a higher porosity region. The porosity ratio is 100. The heads are constant
on the left and right sides and equal to−4 m for the left side and−5 m for the right side. The lower and upper boundaries
are assumed to be impermeable. The flow is governed by the Richards equation and an unstructured mesh containing 6642
triangleswas used (see Fig. 9(b)). Thismesh has been chosen fine enough that the solution ismesh independent. Simulations
have been performed using the finite volume box scheme to achieve a divergence-free velocity field with a velocity
constant per triangle; see [15,16]. The streamlines presented in Fig. 9(c) are built following the methodology described
in Section 2.1.
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Fig. 10. Left: the level set concentration c = 1 at times t = 0 days, t = 1250 days, t = 2500 days and t = 3500 days; Right: the level set concentration
c = 1 at times t = 625 days, t = 1875 days and t = 3125 days.
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Fig. 11. Left: trajectory of the pollutant from the beginning to the end of the cycle returning back to its initial position. Right: convection of five iso-levels
of concentration.
The contaminant is initially contained in a circular region selected in order to enforce the interaction with both high and
low porosity regions. It was transported and deformed through the heterogeneous domain; see Fig. 10.
A first test has been performed to verify the reversibility of this numerical technique, performing a computation that
covered a back and forth trajectory of the pollutant until the initial position was recovered. As the left part of Fig. 11
demonstrates, the pollutant’s backward trajectorymatches exactly its forwardmotion.Here t1–t7 correspond to the forward
motion and t8–t14 to the backward motion.
In a second test (Fig. 11 right) the method was used with a set of iso-concentration curves. In this case we chose to
treat 30 levels of concentration, where each curve of constant concentration was represented by 42 makers. This test case
demonstrates the ability of the method to treat realistic situations.
4. Discussion and conclusions
In this work a coupled particle sets of contours–streamlines method is designed for solving convective problems. This
technique is then validated by solving several academic and more realistic benchmark problems. The main advantages of
the method rely on the origin of the numerical error. This is a four-step procedure:
1. streamline construction;
2. transformation of the initial concentration;
3. concentration transport on the transformed grid;
4. transformation of the transported concentration in the actual plane.
It has been stated above that the streamline construction does not involve approximation as long as the velocity field on a
given element is constant or linear. Note that this is the case in most finite element computations of Darcy’s flow. Because
of the definition of the transformed plane, the transport step is also an exact process in the sense that it does not imply
any approximation, as well. Therefore, the approximation error is concentrated in the transformation procedure. It can be
reduced in the transformation of the initial condition by selecting markers lying on the streamlines. Therefore, the main
approximation error is due to the transformation back from the streamline plane into the physical plane and this has to be
performed only once at any time.
These results will be complemented with the resolution of the diffusion operator in the near future.
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